Hella wiring diagram

Hella manufactures volt relays designed for automotive applications. Relays use two voltage
sources; a control voltage and load voltage. A user-operated switch turns the control voltage on
and off. The control voltage then energizes the relay's electromagnet. Once the electromagnet
energizes, the load voltage enters the relay's secondary circuit and continues on to the
electrical device that the relay controls. When installed near the electrical device, the relay
shortens the amount of load wire needed, which lessens the load wire's voltage drop. Larger
voltage drops affect the electrical device's performance and increase the chances of a switch
overload. Strip one-half inch of insulation from each wire that will connect to the relay. Four-pin
relays use four wires and five-pin relays usually use five wires. In some applications, five-pin
relays omit the fifth wire. Slide the circular end of a wire terminal over the stripped end of a wire.
Crimp the circular end of the wire terminal onto the wire with lineman pliers. Repeat this
process for each wire. Determine which wire leads to the switch. Slide this wire's wire terminal
onto the Hella relay's terminal marked "86" see reference 2 under the common pin designations
chart. Determine which wire leads to a ground source, usually the vehicle's chassis. Slide this
wire's wire terminal onto the Hella relay's terminal marked "85" see reference 2 under the
common pin designations chart. Determine which wire leads to the electrical device's power
source. Often this wire leads directly to the battery's positive terminal. Slide this wire's wire
terminal onto the Hella relay's terminal labeled "30" see reference 2 under the common pin
designations chart. Determine which wire leads to the electrical device. Slide this wire's wire
terminal onto the Hella relay's terminal labeled " Determine which wire leads to the second
electrical device, if equipped. Slide this wire's wire terminal onto a Hella five-pin relay's terminal
labeled "87A. Four-pin relays do not use this terminal see reference 2 under the common pin
designations chart. Based out of Central Florida, Robert Sylvus has been writing how-to and
outdoor sports articles for various online publications since Sylvus has been a home
improvement contractor since He is a certified HVAC universal technician. Step 1 Strip one-half
inch of insulation from each wire that will connect to the relay. Step 2 Slide the circular end of a
wire terminal over the stripped end of a wire. Step 3 Determine which wire leads to the switch.
Step 4 Determine which wire leads to a ground source, usually the vehicle's chassis. Step 5
Determine which wire leads to the electrical device's power source. Step 6 Determine which
wire leads to the electrical device. Wire strippers Terminal connectors Lineman pliers. Hella
Supertone Wiring Honda Twins. Hella twin horn wiring diagram. The hella twin supertone horn
kit provides a relay. Start date oct 8 Welcome to hella horns. It is no longer an option of whether
to replace the electrical horn. Joined apr 21 messages 1 location so cal oct 8 Hella supertone
horn upgrade install on fj cruiser. Without teflon seal to protect against damp. The horns are not
polarity sensitive. A simple system as the vehicle horn is not that simple any more. Pick one lug
for ground and the other for the output of the relay. Bracket on horn for m8 fixing screw. Please
choose your region and language. With 6 3 mm blade terminal contacts open. Introducing
ijdmtoy s 12v horn wiring harness relay kit for grille mounted blast tone horns. Subimods hella
horn kit install video forester duration. The relay is recommended due to the current draw being
higher than the factory horns. The hella twin supertone horn kit provides metal mounting tabs.
Hella horn relay wiring help diagram. Today s anti theft systems are tightly integrated to the
horns. Hella chrome trumpet horn set twin tone hz. Basic relay diagram iow what goes. Then
armed with this information inspect the onboard wiring and safety features of the originally
installed horns to ascertain their usefulness the power consumption of the new super tone horn
is indicated with 66 watts an amount which in a 12 volt vehicle wiring system corresponds
purely mathematically to a current consumption with 11 0. In this video you will learn how to
install dual tone horn in your car with relay and without relay and wiring diagram of horn realy
connection. Thread starter 1 i did my checking however cannot find a thread or diagram that
shows how to wire in an aftermarket horn in this dual. The video is applicable to the subaru wrx
or sti. I choose to use the factory mounting brackets for ease of installation. In the video 1a auto
shows how to install and wire hella horns. By admin September 18, Disc type horns m 26
galvanized metal body black diaphragm. Sound pressure level 2 m away. Newer Older. Blog
Networks Wiring Schemas. Search This Blog. Popular Garmin Nmea Wiring Diagram If it is
necessary to extend the nmea or alarm wires you must use 22 awg 33 mm wire. Item desâ€¦.
Kbpc Bridge Rectifier Wiring Diagram Place the red test probe on the side of the bridge circuit
where the diode s anodes are joined togâ€¦. Wood Chipper Vermeer Bcxl Wiring Diagram To
check turn or change the chipper wheel knives you will have to remove the chipper deflector
hooâ€¦. Archive October September August July June May April March February January
December November Subscribe Our Newsletter. Wiring All. EasyConn 24V. Open system â€”
used in the automotive industry Modular design Protected from polarity reversal and
process-reliable Download, PDF 2. Closed system with option to connect to other systems
Modular design Protected from polarity reversal and process-reliable Download, PDF 2.

Quicklink 24V. Very flexible connector system that can be integrated in EasyConn or Superseal
systems Connection to any point on the flat cable â€” free positioning User-definable expansion
possible. Download, PDF 1. Modular design Easy and process-reliable installation Protected
from polarity reversal and process-reliable Download, PDF 1. Distributor box. Service sets.
Quick and easy self-assembly Replacement and expansion option Protected from polarity
reversal and process-reliable Download, PDF 1. You accept the required cookies by using the
website and its features and continuing to navigate around it. You can manage cookie
categories and accept additional categories under Cookie Consent Options. You can withdraw
your consent at any time with future effect. You will find further information in our Privacy
Policy. More Accept. Cookie Consent. Required Cookies Required cookies are needed to
provide you with basic functions during use of the website. Cancel Accept. Depending on the
field of application and on the operating conditions, the horn mounted onboard, also known as
a klaxon, can have too weak a sound. In such cases it is useful to install a more powerful horn
in order to be able to produce an adequate warning sound in the event of a dangerous situation.
Important safety information The following technical information and practical tips have been
compiled by HELLA in order to provide professional support to vehicle workshops in their
day-to-day work. The information provided on this website is intended for use by suitably
qualified personnel only. The instructions can also be used in conjunction with other vehicle
models. Before starting the retrofit, the following points should be observed and, wherever
necessary, carefully checked:. The power consumption of the new super-tone horn is indicated
with 66 watts, an amount which in a 12 volt vehicle wiring system corresponds, purely
mathematically, to a current consumption with In the vehicle which we are taking as an
example, wiring with adequate wire cross-section, power relays and a 20A fuse have been
already mounted in the factory. Therefore, in the case of a permanent load, there is the
guarantee of sufficient power reserves throughout the entire circuit. Changing the electrical
wiring in this case is not necessary. If the onboard wiring or safety features are not adequate,
then it is imperative to change these in order that they comply with the new installation
situation. The power supply of the acoustic signaling device is to be cut off throughout the
entire setting up of the electrical connection. Because of the size of the new super-tone horns, it
is necessary to check that the best mounting position has been selected. The body of the
housing must be given sufficient room on either side in order to oscillate and it should not
touch any adjacent body parts. Connect the electrical connection to the super-tone horns, then
plug in the wiring harness to the cable routing and secure. If the function test is successful, the
bumper cover can then be mounted together with all its assembly parts, thus making the vehicle
once again complete and ready for service. The body of the housing including the retaining
plate determines the tone of the horn. Any change occurring to the retaining plate holder of the
super-tone horn can bring about a negative alteration to the acoustic pattern. Retrofitting on
this vehicle is comparable as regards the basic structures involved. It is only the
vehicle-specific mounting which has to be duly observed. With this vehicle, the holder and the
electrical connection could be taken over without the need for any adjustments. During all
retrofitting and conversion work, it is imperative to observe the product-specific mounting and
repair instructions of each individual vehicle manufacturer at all times! All rights reserved. US
Newsletter Video Hella team. Toggle navigation. Home Technical. Compact knowledge: From
basic knowledge to diagnostic tips for professionals â€” these pages provide you with HELLA
expertise for your day-to-day work. Gain an advantage through knowledge. You and your skills
take centre stage for HELLA â€” this is why we will get you ready for a high-tech future with our
training program. Skillfully draw attention to yourself - With our concepts and ideas for
marketing, you can showcase yourself as a professional HELLA partner. Mounting instructions.
Car horn installation using a Grand Cherokee as an example. Car horn replacement : Mounting
instructions. Installation instructions. Circuit diagram. Preparatory work. Remove fuse for the
horn circuit from the fuse box Disconnect the ground cable of the battery Important: as a result
of this disconnecting, several release codes radio, navigation etc. Switch off ignition and
remove key from the vehicle. Removing front bumper cover. Unscrew screws of the wheel
housing liner at the front, left and right Remove the lower covering and push back the wheel
housing liner If necessary, disconnect the washer fluid pipes of the windscreen washer system
and close them off Unscrew the fastening screws of the bumper cover on the top, bottom and
inside Carefully remove the bumper cover. Dismounting originally installed horns with holders.
Mounting the super-tone horns. Remount the holder in
motor home wiring diagram
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order to determine the mounting position of the new horns Mark the mounting position on the
holder. Remove the mounting holder and drill in the required position Then mount the holder
and the reinforcement strut again and secure the horns on this bracket with the appropriate
screws. Preparing electrical connections for the new super-tone horns. Connecting the
super-tone horns. Insert fuse and run a functional test. Car horn installation using the example
of a Grand Cherokee : Instructions. Vehicle-specific steps in the process. Remove fuse for the
horn circuit from the fuse box. Remove underride protection and wheel housing covers Release
fastening elements of the bumper cover, top and bottom Remove the bumper cover at the front.
Define the mounting position of the new horns on the holder Then fix the super-tone horns on it
with the appropriate type of screws. Functional test. Reposition and mount the bumper cover
again. Finally mount the bumper cover again with all its assembly parts.

